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Introduction

This chapter discusses some of the implications for the role of university tutors and
the centrality of educational objectives in circumstances where there is a ‘cultural
shift’ towards meeting the needs of learners and employers. The Work Based and
Integrative Studies (WBIS) programme at the University of Chester is used as a case
study to examine the changing power relations between university tutors, learners,
employers and the University, compared with relations on traditional programmes.
WBIS is an example of a flexible of work based learning programme using e-learning
methods, of which there are increasing numbers globally (Murdoch 2004). Although
programmes like WBIS are unfamiliar to most academic practitioners there are good
reasons to suppose we will see many more like it in the near future (CIHE 2006;
SQW and Taylor Nelson Sofres 2006).

Much of the literature in relation to innovative learning is focussed on pedagogical
issues. By contrast the central theme explored here is the organisational context in
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which such programmes operate. The chapter draws heavily upon organisational
literature and is poststructuralist in the sense that organisational rationally is not
assumed and the analytical framework developed is explicitly from the perspective of
tutors, who in this context are seen having no interest other than promoting learning
(Jackson and Carter 2007). It is also consistent with an approach to learning
embedded in WBIS which is derived from an academic discourse which deconstructs
epistemology to assert there is no end to the interpretation of experience (Costley
2000).

The contents are organised as follows. The WBIS framework and its application in
work based, e-learning is described. The main body of the chapter is concerned with
analysing where effective work based learning is likely to occur, based upon an
analytic model of power relations between tutors and other stakeholders. It is
assumed that learning is maximised wherever tutor influence is strong.

The main conclusions are that the balance of power between participants in the
process is more complex, variable and explicitly contested than in traditional
programmes. Newer forms of higher education such as WBIS require a negotiation of
relationships between tutors and new stakeholders and re-negotiation with existing
ones, such as learners. In some circumstances this can lead to a positive exchange
of power, in the sense that both parties are empowered but can also lead to conflict.
As a result, learning may be compromised in ways not encountered on traditional
programmes.

The WBIS framework

Chester is one of a number of UK universities delivering negotiable programmes of
work based learning. Other notable examples are at the Universities of Middlesex,
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Derby and Portsmouth (Nixon et al 2006). The Work Based and Integrative Studies
(WBIS) framework at the University of Chester accords with the main features of
‘innovative’ programmes developed by UK universities in recent years (Slowey
2000). At time of writing there is no research on the varieties of work based learning
frameworks either in the UK or globally but indications from colleagues nationally and
internationally are that WBIS is distinctive by virtue of the degree of flexibility it allows
learners to define their own learning, means of learning and progression.

WBIS was developed by a team of tutors in the mid to late 1990s and has enrolled
learners since 1998. It is informed by a variety of theoretical and political
developments in the field of learning from the 1980s and 1990s. It is therefore the
conscious product of a group of academic practitioners with a strong interest in
learning and commitment to a set of social values rather than the traditional subject
focus of many academics. Unlike many other work based learning frameworks, WBIS
has always been trans- disciplinary and incorporates a number of learning
constructs. These include the theory of Andragogy (Knowles et al 1998) which holds
that adult learning preferences are significantly different from children and young
people. Other important constructs include Situated learning theory, where
knowledge for most learners is context bound (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger
1998) and action learning which holds that learning stems from doing and
experiencing that which happens around us (Weinstein 1995). Other important
elements include the various models of reflection and reflective practice, usefully
summarised by Moon (2000) and a commitment to lifelong learning (Field 2006). The
emphasis on the application of learning in the workplace reflects the preoccupations
of government and some educationalists from the late 1980s onwards (Billet 2001;
Department for Education and Employment 1998; Eraut et al 1998; Sutherland
1998).
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By its very nature WBIS represents a critique of traditional university programmes
based upon a standard pedagogic approach for full time, neophyte undergraduates.
Although almost all the original tutor team have moved on, the model developed
nearly a decade ago has remained and the number of learners and pathways within
WBIS multiplied. Within Fuller and Unwin’s (2002) five models of work based
learning, it can perform in a variety of roles but is principally designed to bring formal
instruction to social learning in the work place as the basis for reflective practice.
Individual pathways of learning are constructed for all levels of learning in the context
of higher education. In relation to other work based learning frameworks it bears the
closest resemblance to, Learning Through Work, developed at the University of
Derby (Minton 2007)

There are currently about 1000 learners on WBIS, all of whom are employed adults.
Most of these are on individually determined pathways, funded by employers whilst
others are on pathways where there is considerable employer input into pathway
design. Examples of the latter include a Foundation Degree developed for the Civil
Service and a Certificate for Decision Makers in the Department for Work and
Pensions. WBIS is also used to deliver learning for defined occupational groups such
as regeneration and housing professionals. It is also used to accredit employer
delivered learning. All recent pathways developed using the WBIS framework use elearning methods to facilitate workplace delivery.

Within the broad WBIS framework, individual and group pathways are created,
tailored to the needs of either individual learners or those of an employing
organisation. Learners, provided they meet standard academic entry criteria,
determine not only the content of their programme but also the title of the award they
obtain. They can opt for a Higher Education Certificate, Professional Certificate,
Foundation Degree/Diploma, Degree, Postgraduate Certificate, Diploma or Masters.
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The title of their award, whatever the level of achievement, is always Award Title,
Name of Pathway (Work Based and Integrative Studies). Examples include BSc
Clinical Governance (WBIS), MA Regeneration Practice (WBIS) and so on. All award
titles must relate to professional practice.

Learners on the programme can study modules which have been developed
specifically for WBIS or any other module in the University, provided it is relevant and
at the appropriate level. Individual learning needs can be catered for through the use
of project modules or, if there is sufficient demand, new modules are developed on
request. There is a rolling programme of module accreditation to accommodate
changing requirements. It is therefore possible to constantly adapt to the changing
needs of learners without the requirement for time consuming validations. Learners
enrol when they want and study at their own pace, within prescribed limits. A
fundamental aspect of the programme is therefore that it is demand led. Tutors do
not determine the content of the learning programme: the learner and/or employer
are given responsibility for defining their own learning. The role of tutors is to facilitate
and assist the learning process and translate it into formal academic credit bearing
qualifications.

Another distinctive feature of the WBIS approach is the intimate connection with
workplace practice. In a typical taught WBIS module, the learner is introduced to a
body of theory and wider literature and then asked to interrogate their practice, in a
way consistent with Gibbs (1998) cycle of reflective practice. From the learners’
perspective, the relationship with theory becomes much more immediate than is the
case on conventional programmes. They select those theories/models which are
relevant to their needs and use this as the basis for an internal dialogue, based upon
their own practice and that of colleagues. This requires a degree of sensitisation to
formal, reflective practice which is usually embedded at the start of most WBIS
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pathways, through a module entitled Self Review and Negotiation of Learning. In this
way learners are encouraged to reflect upon their current practice as a means of
improving performance. Learners are encouraged not simply to demonstrate
knowledge but application to future actions.
The central contention of this chapter is that in the new and emerging forms of higher
education, the traditional authority of tutors can no longer be assumed. Innovations in
programme design and means of delivery requires a corresponding re-examination of
the role of tutors. Only by understanding the changed world in which tutors work can
we begin to comprehend the scope for promoting good educational practice and
recognise when and where effective learning is likely to occur. The starting point for
this analysis is the recognition of the legitimate (and possibly competing) interests of
other stakeholders in the learning process. Some may find this kind of discussion
distasteful because it involves acknowledging the changing politics of learning and as
Trow (2005) notes, politics of any description (or at least, their public expression) is
almost a taboo among UK academics. The view of this author is that tutors engaged
on innovative programmes are forced to confront the same sort of issues as WBIS
tutors and as more universities adopt such models, more will do so in future. In short,
politics is inevitable.

The contested power domains of university tutors

It is widely acknowledged that contemporary university tutors, along with other
professional groups, do not enjoy the same degree of respect, authority and
autonomy as previous generations (O’Neil 2002). Harris (2005) for example,
describes how the internationalisation and creation of mass higher education has
transformed it from being essentially welfarist and paternalist to something more
market oriented and consumerist. This has various consequences for the way in
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which tutors perform their role. There are concerns that economies of scale and
massification have led to tutor de-skilling and hence disempowerment (Campion and
Renner 1992). At the same time, changed learner attitudes have resulted in a more
instrumental approach and willingness to complain (Jones 2006).

Unwin (2007) describes a growing culture of mistrust and suspicion of university
tutors, manifest in the ‘plethora of rules, targets, audits, accountability requirements,
performance management and quality assurance requirements’ (p297). Others, such
Avis et al (1996) and Gleeson and Keep (2004), decry the increasing influence of
employers on higher education and the ‘asymetric’ power relationship between the
two, as part of a broader social, economic and political shift towards markets and
neo-liberalism. Within the context of work based learning Onyx (2001, p 138) has
describes how the role it imposes on tutors generates resistance: ‘Their new roles
are …unclear. The loss of traditional academic authority may be seen as a threat to
professional standards. The discourse of the market place may be offensive to the
academic values of autonomy and collegiate decision making’.

It is not the purpose of this chapter to explore further these ideas. For present
purposes they are accepted as axiomatic; they are simply the world we live in.
Instead the purpose is to focus much more on how relationships in higher education
landscape which we will increasingly inhabit are played out in practice and how tutors
can and do adapt, drawing upon the experience of the WBIS tutor team.

Some basic concepts: power, authority, influence

One of the noticeable features of discussion in the literature about the power of
academic tutors is the informal way in which the idea of power is referred to. The
concept of ‘power’ is one of the most contested in social sciences. The contested
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definitions reflect its centrality in all social relationships. One of the simplest
definitions is Bertrand Russell’s : “Power may be defined as the production of
intended effects” (Russell 1938, quoted in Lukes (1986), p 19). Two other oft quoted
definitions are provided by Weber (1947, p152) and Dahl (1957, p202) respectively:

‘Power is the probability that one actor in a social relationship will be in a position to
carry out his own will despite resistance regardless of the basis on which this
possibility rests’

and

‘A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that B would not
otherwise do’

At its most simple, it is the ability to be able to effect a desired change. But power
exists in many dimensions and many contexts (Wrong 1979, Barnes 1988, Lukes
1993). There is no single, widely agreed definition since the view we have of it
ultimately depends upon our own ideological view (Rush 1992).

Power relationships exist in a number of dimensions. Domination is the ability to
exert complete control, that is compel another or if physical force is used, coercion.
Another form of power and that which is most useful in the present context is that of
authority. Unlike coercion, authority implies the ability to influence or command
others without recourse to coercion. Authority is the legitimate exercise of power and
implies an acceptance or recognition of the power of others and is at root,
consensual. (Parsons 1967). That is, the power that others exert over us is exercised
because we allow it. In practice, coercion and authority often go hand in hand, since
with coercive power comes a degree of authority. But authority can exist without
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formal power structures, in the sense that people can attain moral authority, subject
authority or competence authority for example. That is, their authority is derived
solely from personal actions, knowledge of a subject or the ability to take effective
action. For tutors authority is essential to their role in facilitating learning. A closely
related concept is that of influence which describes the process of change in others
as the result of the exercise of authority. The ability of tutors to influence learners is
the often unacknowledged mechanism which facilitates learning in students. Any
reduction in tutor authority is likely to reduce tutor influence over learners and hence,
learning.

A framework for the politics of learning

So far we have considered power in the abstract, defining some key terms. What we
have to do now is consider how power is exercised between players, both in a
contested sense and, as we shall see, cooperatively. Understanding how education
works in practice involves not only an understanding of the formal rules and culture
but also its politics. Politics in this sense is simply ‘power in action’ (Robbins 1996,
p477). Politics, like culture, occurs wherever there are groups of people because
there are different sources of power, often with competing interests, values and
aspirations. The identified actors in the present analysis are learners, the university,
employers and tutors.

Most writers on organisational power agree that it is access to and control of
resources which is the principal source of power in organisations. Handy (1993, pp
126-141) for example, lists physical power, resource power, position power, expert
power as sources of authority. Similarly, Morgan (1989) lists formal authority and the
control of scarce resources as being the most important sources of power in
organisations. The starting point for many analyses of organisational power is the
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general theory of social power developed by French and Raven (ibid, 1960). They
characterise the exercise of power as the ability to change the beliefs, attitudes or
behaviours of a target. For French and Raven, power is conventionally exercised
non-coercively: in practical terms the power of individuals and groups in
organisational settings is measured in terms of the ability to influence others. The
ability to influence is strongly related to access to resources which are described as
having five origins. These are:

•

Coercive power- the ability to compel by dint of being able to inflict
punishment for non compliance

•

Reward power- the ability to be able to give people what they want, whether it
is money, status, position or other resources

•

Legitimate power- legitimacy is derived from the position a person occupies
rather than their personal qualities. A superior commands a subordinate not
because they are more charismatic or more insightful but because they
occupy a senior position and the target accepts the exercise of power
because it is believed to be rightfully exercised.

•

Referent power- is derived from a person being liked, because people wish to
emulate that person or because it is considered desirable to maintain a
relationship with that person

•

Expert power- is conferred upon a person who has expertise or knowledge in
a specified domain.

The sources of power described in the model have different origins, different ranges
of applicability and different levels of effectiveness. The first three sources (Coercive,
Reward and Legitimate) are derived from the position an individual or group holds in
an organisation, whereas expert and referent power are based upon more personal
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characteristics. As a result, they are also likely to have the greatest range and be
applicable in many more situations since they are less contextually dependent.
Legitimate and Expert power is thought to be especially effective because they are
usually congruent with the internalised values of targets. Thus a tutor ‘commands’ a
learner because s/he is ceded authority to teach in a subject of which s/he has
specialised knowledge. Conversely, Reward and Coercive power are likely to be the
least effective because they depend upon a willingness to exercise power
irrespective of the values of targets and as a result, may lead to a loss of authority
(Backman et al 1968; Shetty1978)

French and Raven’s framework has been validated in many empirical studies, in
many contexts. Thirty years after their original work appeared, Raven (1992) listed
some of its applications- parents influencing children; husbands and wives
influencing one another; children influencing each other; doctors influencing patients;
salesmen influencing customers; supervisors influencing subordinates; political
figures influencing one another and so on. There have also been a number of studies
of the ways in tutors influence learners (Jamieson and Thomas 1974; Tauber and
Knouse 1983;Tauber 1985; Tauber 1992; Nesler et al 1993). Most of these studies
have reported how influence has been exercised in a positive manner to secure
beneficial learning outcomes but in one study of a child care programme, Zeece
(1996) identified abuses of power by principals and instructors. Beyond the tutorlearner relationships there have been few applications of the French and Raven
model in educational settings, with the exception of Raven and Erchul’s (1997) study
of the way in which US High Schools consulted with parents and others.

The emphasis of researchers on the tutor-learner relationship is understandable for a
number of reasons. First, it is simply easier to describe relationships between two
sets of actors than multiple relationships between actors. It is also, from the tutor’s
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perspective, the centrally defining relationship in terms of ‘what we do and what we
are here for’. For the majority of tutors most of the time, core business is about
facilitating learning. Finally, it is the view here that until recently tutors existed in a
world of relatively settled relationships where power relationships were known,
accepted by all sides and therefore existed in a way taken for granted. It is the
contention here that these relationships in emerging, innovative forms of education
are more complex; existing stakeholder relationships, such as with the learner, have
to be re-negotiated and relationships with new stakeholders may be contested. The
previously settled role of the tutor requires adaptation in a number of ways.

While French and Raven’s model provides important clues as to how power
relationships are defined in the context of higher education, it is not in itself a model
of the way in which power is exercised. Up until now we have implicitly assumed that
power is always contested and is only obtained by one group at the expense of
another loss of authority. This view of the exercise of power, as a kind of zero-sum
game where power is conceived of as a pie to be divided up, we will call the
contested view and is strongly associated with the work of Machiavelli (1513).

An alternative view of the way in which power is exercised, arguably based on a
more common and positive experience is contained in the writings of Mary Parker
Follett (1924) and represents a collaborative view of the exercise of power. For
Follett, power is not a finite resource to be divided up among competing interests,
groups and individuals. Nor is power solely defined in terms of one person or group
exercising power over another. According to her, there is a sense in which a power
holder can enable a subordinate greater power so that the sum total of power is
increased. As an example, an organisation which enables subordinates to freely
contribute to discussions about how to improve any aspect of the organisation
increases the sum power of the organisation itself. Similarly an authoritative tutor
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able to influence a learner is likely to increase the learner’s own power. Follett
believed that power could not be ‘given’ to the powerless but conditions could be
created to enable subordinates to develop their own power. Power, according to
Follett, is most of the time, self generating. For Follett, the point is not to exercise
power over others but to enable others to acquire power. These two views of power
relations, contested and collaborative are evident in all social relations including
those between tutors and other stakeholders with access to organisational power.
The type of relationship which exists in practice is likely to be determined by the
interests and motivations of the stakeholders. In the real world the nature of power
relations are continually re-negotiated. Even in contested relationships there will be
elements of collaboration and vice versa. The model described below simplifies this
but enables a clearer understanding of how relationships can be conceptualised.

Conceptualising power relations between WBIS tutors and other stakeholders

At the heart of WBIS is a collaborative view of power which aims to empower
learners in the workplace by identifying and meeting their learning needs in ways
which are meaningful to them and relevant to the needs of employing organisations.
This was the intention of the tutors who originally devised WBIS and remains the
driving preoccupation for the current tutor team. What was planned as an increase in
collaborative power between tutors and learners has also led to an altering of the
traditional power balance with other stakeholders with who tutors have varying
degrees of influence. The variety of power relationship is situation dependent. For
example, with some employers tutors enjoy a high degree of influence but this is not
the case with all of them. For the most part, tutors exert strong influence over
learners but again, there are exceptions.
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The following sections explore these relationships in more detail by identifying
situations where tutors enjoy a high degree of influence and those where it is less so,
using a combination of French and Raven’s model, evidence from the literature and
our own experience. In each circumstance, influence is defined as being High, Low
or Variable. In circumstances where tutors have strong influence, power is exercised
collaboratively- that is there are gains to both sides, since the object is to maximise
learning. This can and does happen in relations with learners. By contrast, where
power is contested, there may be winners and losers.

Tutor- Learner power relations

In most situations with tutors and learners, it is the tutor who is dominant. The tutor
has access to strong Coercive power, Reward power, Legitimate power and Expert
power. These sources of power can be further enhanced by Referent power- an
especially charismatic and well liked tutor is likely to even further enhance their ability
to influence a learner. This imbalance in power is not necessarily detrimental to the
learner: learning is a mutual exercise and greatly facilitated by collaborative power
relations.

To some extent tutors’ authority has diminished in recent years in respect of their
students. The general erosion in trust in professionals referred to earlier has eaten
away at Expert power; Legitimate power has been undermined by the development
of more consumerist attitudes among students and the greater willingness of
students to withhold assent to authority whilst coercive and reward power have to
some extent been undermined by the introduction of complaints procedures, appeal
mechanisms and independent quality assurance procedures such as anonymous
learner evaluations of the learning experience. These changes may help explain why
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tutors may feel obliged to be better liked by their students, as Referent power,
unaffected by these changes, assumes greater importance.

All learners on WBIS are adults and while the andragogical model of learning
developed by Knowles and his colleagues has been challenged there is little dispute
that adults have a more developed sense of their learning needs than younger
people (Davenport 1993). WBIS and work based frameworks like it enables learners
to design their own learning pathway, reflect on personal experiences and select
information which is relevant to them. However, learners are dependent on tutors in
new ways because it is tutors who facilitate the process of learning in a far more
active and involved way than on traditional programmes. In place of ‘learning taken
for granted’ tutors sensitise learners to the process of learning itself and there is a lot
to explain. Boud (1990) has written of the way in which work based learning
necessarily involves deeper learning and for many this is a considerable step which
requires a great deal of tutor assistance.

Student dependency is also more pronounced in an institutional sense. Formal
representation is difficult when learners are distant from the campus and do not know
their peers. As a result learners rely on tutors to represent their interests, with
employers and the University for example, to a far greater extent than learners on a
traditional programme. This is especially the case when the rest of the University
assumes its business is to be looking after full time undergraduates.

The extent of tutor power over learners is also modified by other factors, such as the
willingness to engage in learning. For the most part WBIS learners are highly
motivated but to some extent, self selected. As with all distance programmes
progression is more problematic than on traditional programmes. Research indicates
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that progression is a function of both individual motivation and the degree to which
the work environment is supportive of learning (Fuller and Unwin 2004) and that
personal motivation is mediated by family and social relations (Smith and Spurling
2003). WBIS tutors also know from experience that changes at home such as
changing address, the birth of children, separation and bereavement have a major
impact on progress. Other factors, such as gender or preferred learning style do not
appear to affect motivation and this is born out by research elsewhere (Walsh et al
2003).

Research elsewhere underlines tutor experience in other ways. Allen and Lewis
(2006) for example, highlight the importance of the support of line managers in
facilitating learning. Bryson et al (2006) have demonstrated that access to learning
time is mediated by status in the organisation. Higher status individuals have a
tendency to enjoy the paid study time which facilitates learning. In the experience of
the WBIS tutor team, the level of workplace support for learners is hugely variable,
even within an organisation. A change of line manager can result in the end of study
leave and learners leaving a programme. A cohort of learners on a Foundation
Degree, occupying fairly low level roles in an organisation, are at the mercy of those
above them.

From these observations we can construct the following model of power relations
between tutors and learners on distance learning WBIS programmes (Figure 1).
Tutors have access to a number of sources of organisational derived power and
therefore have considerable influence over learners. Influence and hence effective
learning is mediated by a number of factors. Where learners are personally
interested in learning, are developed autonomous learners, where they have
relatively high status in the organisation and where the organisation both values
learning and provides opportunities for its application in a wide variety of contexts
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tutor influence will exert a powerful effect. Conversely, influence is low in situations
where the learner feels compelled to study (perhaps out of fear of redundancy),
occupies a lowly role in the organisation, feels uncomfortable with autonomous
learning and where the organisation itself places little value on it. In these situations
tutors have limited capacity to facilitate effective learning.

Figure 1: Tutor-learner influence on WBIS
Strength of Tutors’
power source
High expert power
High coercive power
High legitimate power
High reward power
Variable referent power

High influence

Low influence

Personal motivation
High status in organisation
Learning rewarded
Aligned learning preference
Individual and collective learning
Multiple roles in organisation

Strategic compliance
Low status in organisation
Learning unrewarded
Misaligned learning preference
Individual learning only
Single role in organisation

Tutor- Employers power relations

On WBIS there are two sets of relationships with employers. In most circumstances
tutors deliver to learners who are employees and the employer pays. In other
circumstances, the WBIS framework is used to accredit delivery of learning by an
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employing organisation- either to its own employees or to paying learners. In the
latter situation, there are formal partnership agreements to ensure appropriate levelness and quality assurance. No discussion in this paper is included of power
relations in these situations since the focus of is on the changed power relations of
university tutors.

In the experience of WBIS tutors, tutor-employer relations are highly variable. Most of
these relationships are harmonious and in such circumstances tutors feel there is
sufficient influence to facilitate effective workplace learning. Nonetheless it is striking
how dependent this is on employers’ voluntarily ceding influence. Employers have
much greater power than learners and should they care to exercise it, greater power
than tutors. In this respect, tutors have low Coercive power, low Reward power and
even variable Expert power. In UK Foundation degrees for example, there is a
requirement for employers to determine curriculum, something unheard of on
traditional programmes.

To understand some of the tensions which can arise it is important to appreciate the
different motivations of tutors, learners and employers. For tutors the pursuit of
learning is an unmitigated good; for employers that learning must be beneficial to the
organisation while for the learner motivation may be more complex and in some
circumstances, unrelated to organisational goals. There is not the space here to
explore learner-employer power relations but these issues are discussed by Costley
(2001). Suffice it to say that employers may not view educational programmes,
however tailored to their needs, in the same rosy light as tutors.

This is manifest in a number of ways. For example, tutors know that an over-reliance
on e-learning methods is likely to affect the quality of the educational experience,
progression and completion compared with a ‘blended’ approach involving more face
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to face delivery (Elliot 2002; Garrison and Cleveland Innes 2003; Garrison and
Kanuaka 2004; Singh 2003; Hughes 2007; Wheeler 2007). Yet employers in some
circumstances, for entirely understandable operational reasons, may insist on edelivery only. Similarly, tutors advocate support for learning in the workplace because
research and experience has demonstrated that paid study leave is essential in
effective learning (Billet 2004). Yet some employers may resist this. While it is easy
to say from a tutor perspective that this should not be the case, it might be that the
alternative is no educational programme at all.

Employers are also powerful in the sense they can take learning from a wide variety
of providers. Tutors are aware that if an employer is unhappy they can go elsewhere.
Employees and employers have many more means of meeting their learning needs
than undergraduates. In some ways, tutors behave as supplicants with employers.
They have to be courted and their needs addressed. While tutors are persuaded of
the benefits of university education, employers may not be; at best Legitimacy power
is variable.

The most important development in understanding the influence of employers on the
learning experience is contained in the work of Evans (2006) and her colleagues.
They hypothesise a continuum of Expansive-Restrictive approaches to workforce
development among employers. There are many dimensions to the continuum and
there is not space here to include all of them but Figure 2 below summarises some of
the main parameters:

Figure 2: Approaches to Workforce Development- The ExpansiveRestrictive Continuum

Approaches to Workforce Development
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Expansive
Organisational recognition of and
support for employees as learners
Workforce development is used to
develop individual and organisational
need
Managers act as facilitators of
workforce and individual development
Innovation important
Team work values
Cross boundary communication
encouraged
Knowledge and skills of whole
workforce developed and valued
Multi-dimensional view of expertise
Planned time off the job: including for
knowledge based courses and
reflection

Restrictive
Lack of organisational recognition of
and support for employees as
learners
Workforce development used to tailor
individual capability to organisational
need
Managers as controllers of workforce
and individual development
Innovation unimportant
Rigid specialist roles
Bounded communication
Knowledge and skills of key
workers/groups developed and
valued
Uni-dimensional top-down view of
expertise
Virtually all on the job: limited
opportunities for reflection

Based on Evans et al (2006), pp40-1

There are a couple of features worth commenting on the continuum. Not only does it
help contextualise and explain a number of other empirical studies on workplace
learning, it also has striking parallels with established organisational models, such as
Burns and Stalker’s (1961) mechanistic-organic continuum. Organisations near the
head of the mechanistic scale tend to operate in relatively stable environments. They
tend to be larger, more top down and bureaucratised with individuals performing
prescribed roles. By contrast, organic organisations are less process driven. They
tend to operate in more uncertain environments, are flatter, innovative and far more
flexible. Since their survival depends upon constant adaptation, it is not surprising
that they place greater value on the skills and capacities of all their members and so
place greater value on learning.
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These observations accord with the experience of WBIS tutors. Organisations where
greater value is placed on learning give greater support not just in terms of access to
programmes but also time allocated for learning. By contrast, some of the largest
organisations using WBIS are also those where tutor influence to maximise the
educational experience of learners is the weakest. From these observations we can
characterise a model of tutor-employer influence, as set out in Figure 3. Tutor
influence and hence effective learning is likely to be strongest where the employer
organisation is more organic with an expansive learning environment and support for
learning embedded throughout the structure and culture of that organisation. Such
organisations are likely to value staff more highly and seek to profit from their
enhanced capacity. The relationship between tutor and employer in these kinds of
circumstances are more likely to be based on trust.

Figure 3: Tutor-employer influence on WBIS
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Strength of Tutors’
power source
Variable expert power
Low coercive power
Low legitimate power
Low reward power
Variable referent power

High influence

Low influence

Organic organisation
Expansive learning environment
‘Soft’ HRD
Manager as enabler
Expanded job design
Individual progression
encouraged
Bottom up approach to
innovation

Mechanistic organisation
Restrictive learning environment
‘Hard’ HRD
Manager as controller
Restricted job design
External recruitment for skill
needs
Top down approach to
innovation

Tutor- University power relations

The WBIS tutor team is not especially powerful in the institution in which it sits. They
are powerful as Experts and the claim to expertise rests not just on subject
knowledge but also pedagogical matters and e learning. But they have low Coercive
power in the sense that they are in a weak position to influence either the rest of the
academic community or administration. They also have low Reward power, like all
Faculties, because resources are allocated centrally. Finally, they have low
Legitimate power; legitimacy is derived from the University, not the Faculty.

None of this is especially surprising about any University Faculty. In the case of the
WBIS tutor team the sense of powerlessness is exacerbated by cultural differences
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with the rest of the University. From the perspective of the WBIS tutor team, the rest
of the University is an organisation principally designed to meet the needs of a
traditional pedagogy and modus operandi. This does not appear to be something
confined to Chester. In a national survey of the experiences of adult learners
Callender (1997) found that universities are still largely catering for the needs of their
traditional school leaver intake. More recently, Garnett (2007) has re-affirmed the
‘lack of fit’ between traditional university structures and distance, work based
learning. The majority of academic staff is still wedded to a traditional view of
pedagogy where new technologies are seen as an adjunct to lectures, research and
indeed the function of a university. The hostility of some University staff to innovative
learning is rarely openly expressed (Smith and Webster 1997) but WBIS tutors are
certainly aware of it.

At a fundamental level, WBIS is a different kind of academic enterprise to that
traditionally undertaken in higher education. Caley (2001, p118), in the context of
discussing work based learning programmes at Cambridge, identifies it as a different
academic paradigm. In place of the ‘scholarship of discovery’ is an interest in
application of knowledge. Whereas traditional ‘academic experience is founded on a
recognised canon, work-based learning is founded on experience, problem solving
and action based approaches’. Even where academics are sympathetic to the aims
of lifelong learning, flexibility and putting the needs of learners first but in practice this
can be seen as diluting academic standards and undermining the reputation of the
institution.

One of the consequences of having a minority academic enterprise, in what can be
termed a ‘dual mode’ institution is that it is likely to be regarded as having lower
status than the dominant mode (Perry and Rumble 1987). Past experience of
innovative educational models has demonstrated the difficulty of integrating them
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within existing institutions. It is precisely because of institutional resistance to
developing distance adult education that national, separate Open Universities have
been established by central governments, first in the UK and then globally (Perry
1976; Leibbrandt 1997). At present there is no public debate on whether work based
learning requires new institutions although it is clear from experience other than
Chester’s that the lack of status afforded distance learning appears to be replicated
in the case of work based learning (Singh 1979). If dual mode universities are to work
effectively, Boud and Solomon (2001) observe that structures which embed
innovative work based practice in all academic departments and not in one, as at
Chester and the majority of other institutions, may be important and suggests the
need for research on organisational models which facilitate the wider diffusion of
practice.

The differences in academic practice and culture of WBIS are one aspect of the
differences with the rest of the university but there are also significant administrative
and managerial cultural variances. In recent years, all UK universities have been the
subject to the same ‘audit explosion’ as has occurred in other public bodies (Power
2007). This development, reflecting broader processes of centralising power, is not
simply about tighter control of monies, in the traditional sense in which the term audit
is used. It is also manifest in developments in quality assurance. Its effects have
been documented in many sectors, including UK universities (Charlton and Andras
2002). Conventional academics often find negotiating internal quality systems difficult
and time consuming. These difficulties are compounded with something as nonstandard as WBIS. WBIS tutors often find themselves having to explain WBIS and its
attendant pedagogies to colleagues who do not really understand its purpose and
objectives. This experience is replicated in other institutions with work based learning
frameworks where one colleague recently found herself shouting “I am not a deviant!”
in response to a particularly tricky line of questioning.
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In other areas, such as regulations, admissions, marketing, enrolment, finance and
library services, the presence of a non standard operating model also results in
challenges. The tradition of academic autonomy creates practice and cultural
diversity in any university (Sporn 1996). From an institutional perspective, WBIS and
its tutors represent one of a number of different cultural centres, whose needs have
to somehow be accommodated within existing frameworks, rather than designing
frameworks which suit WBIS and everyone else. The result is that WBIS
administrators and tutors sometimes feel as if they are engaged in a battle with the
rest of the university administration. One response has been the creation of a
separate team of Faculty based specialist administrators, alongside the central
administration systems. WBIS tutors have reported feeling like a ‘University within a
University’.

The difference in academic practice and administration create a sense of difference
and separation. If culture is ‘what we do around here’ (Drennan 1992), the culture for
those working with WBIS is radically different from the ‘what we do around here’
elsewhere in the organisation. This raises the issue as to whether the overall culture
of any university, including Chester, is especially conducive or antithetical to
innovative learning programmes like WBIS. The literature on university cultures is
surprisingly sparse and marked by a lack of empirical research. One useful approach
to characterising the culture of universities is that developed by Conole (2004) who
highlights the differences between institutions arising from mission. She makes a
fundamental distinction between more traditional research-driven institutions with
those whose mission is widening participation. The latter, more focussed on learning
and learning, are she implies, more likely to adopt innovative learning practices.
Another approach is that of McNay (1995; 1999), echoing the work of Handy (1993).
He identifies four archetypal university cultures- ‘Collegiate’, ‘Bureaucratic’,
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‘Innovative’ and ‘Enterprise’. Collegiate culture is found in older universities with a
research focus; Bureaucratic culture is common in technical colleges and new
universities; Innovative cultures exist in some new institutions and sub sets of older
universities while Enterprise culture is found mostly in American institutions. While
these typologies are useful, in the experience of this writer, all four cultures can exist
within a single institution. This is also the experience of Sharpe (2005, p 38)
reflecting on experience of trying to deliver a multi-institution, innovative programme
‘One of the key aspects I think is that there are sub cultures within institutions and
people have their own views within their own part of the organisation as to how things
work’.

Lack of cultural fit and low levels of authority within the university are not just issues
in their own right. What is less well understood is the way in which they can
undermine learning. At one level this is a quantitative outcome. Like most
universities, marketing is centralised and much of their effort goes into producing a
Prospectus, which is almost completely irrelevant for adults in work. The marketing
and promotion of WBIS heavily relies upon tutor time and energy, with few resources.
Fighting internal battles with systems designed for other purposes is not only time
consuming, it is also exhausting and detracts from time spent facilitating learning.

From these observations we can begin to hypothesise situations where tutor
influence with the university is likely to be strong and where it is likely to be weak
(Figure 4). Influence for WBIS type programmes is likely to be stronger where the
university mission is understood to be centrally concerned with increased
participation and vocational education. That influence will be stronger still when it is
delivered from the centre but formally integrated with the faculties. Influence is
enhanced further by the presence of an open and flexible system of administration
rather than one heavily bureaucratised, which assumes all students are full time
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undergraduates. An open and diverse culture and a high degree of understanding is
also likely to be associated with strong influence, as is a sense of the university being
innovative and business facing.

Figure 4: Tutor-University influence on WBIS
Strength of Tutors’
power source
High expert power
Low coercive power
Low legitimate power
Low reward power
Variable referent power

High influence

Low influence

Central to University mission
Centrally driven
Flexible administration
Open, diverse culture
High degree of understanding
Outward looking/ business facing
Innovative/ entreprenuerial

Peripheral to University mission
Delivery by separate unit
Bureaucratised, standard procedures
Collegiate culture
Low understanding
Internally focussed, process driven
Conservative/ traditional

Concluding comments

Although this chapter has focussed on experience with one programme in one
university, others have also begun to observe that with emerging forms of higher
education, there is a change to the traditionally central role of tutors and their ability
to effect the learning imperative can be compromised (Harvey 2007b) . Others, such
as Sharpe (2205) have noted the institutional conservatism of universities when
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confronted with innovative learning models. Others, such as Conole et al (2006),
describing the failure of the UK E-University, have noted the power employers can
wield to determine educational imperatives previously thought the preserve of
academics. What this illustrates is that in the emerging landscape of higher
education, control of the learning process will not automatically be ceded to tutors as
has been the case in the past but that it is likely that it is tutors who will defend and
promote it.

Despite the difficulties, WBIS tutors have also been able to influence at least some
parts of the university, employers (who have benefited from the learning of their staff)
and there has been useful collaboration between WBIS tutors and some parts of the
university, such as learning technologists. As WBIS becomes ever more embedded
and popular with learners, many of the difficulties and tensions should be overcome.

In all circumstances power relations will continue to affect learning outcomes. If
employers are to be an increasing part of the higher education landscape there will
be tension with some and the learner’s ability to engage will be mediated by their
employing organisation and their role within it. What this chapter has attempted to do
is set out a theoretical model of situations where tutors can expect to have influence
and others where their influence is likely to be weaker and suggest a direction for
research into the institutional implications for new modes of delivery.
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